What’s New?

Operator Log Book and Data Notes
The Notes section in previous versions combined both Data Notes and Operator notes. This release has split them into two different sections.

Data Notes Section
The Data Notes section has remained the same but now, the only records displayed will be the notes created from the DataView section. During the conversion of databases, the appropriate records will be moved to a new, separate, database.

Operator Log Book
The Operator Log Book section has been completely redesigned to provide a more robust feature that allows secure notes to be recorded about the operation and maintenance of a treatment facility. The new design will provide more security, and no longer allows notes to be edited or deleted. An Append function allows a note to be appended to add additional information to the note without modifying the original content. An option to strike the original content of the note when new content is added is available, but the stricken information would still be part of the displayed note for historical purposes. Information about the logged-in user and date/time stamp is added to the note to provide an audit trail and time line to the notes section.

Event Journal (Pretreatment)
The Event Journal section has been given a new user interface that will provide a more logical and useful experience when creating, modifying and reviewing industry information.

Database Window
The Database Window has been completely redesigned into a more straightforward presentation that provides more detail about the database and the current software status. Updates and upgrades to the database can be completed easily from this section, along with tools that will keep the database up to date and running smoothly. Commonly used buttons have been provided on the ribbon to speed up necessary tasks. The new design has also improved the speed at which the display loads for clients with numerous databases.

Exception Manager
The Exception Manager was created to assist in trapping errors that circumvent normal handling processes, such as on startup or an error that is non recoverable and closes the application. Once the error occurs the information is collected and can be sent to the AllMax Software, Inc. via our website for review.

Installation and Updates
The Installation process has been completely rewritten utilizing new tools to provide a more streamlined process that greatly reduces the size of the files and downloads. This change will also affect updates and upgrades as they are released making updates quicker and easier.

Initial Setup
As part of the revision of the installation process, the initial setup process that occurs when a new installation is run has also been updated. The process now guides the user through each step and provides more information to help the user make better informed decisions.

License Management
Management of the Keycode License has been enhanced so manual user intervention should not be needed to update Keycodes. License Keycodes are automatically updated when the application is started to ensure the most recent information is applied to the application.